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Testable Question  

& Purpose

Question: Does the amount of vegetable 
oil affect the amount of popcorn kernels in 
four minutes that pop in a pan when 
heated to 450 degrees? 

Purpose: My purpose of this project was to 
see if the amount of vegetable oil affects 
the amount of popped popcorn kernels in 
4 minutes for 450 degrees.



Abstract

The question I wanted to answer is if the amount of vegetable oil 

affects the amount of popcorn popped in 4 minutes. My hypothesis is 

that if I put more oil in a pan, the amount of popped popcorn kernels 

will be greater than if I put less or no vegetable oil in the pan because 

the more oil in the pan, the more heat that is surrounding the popcorn 

kernels. The oil will be heated to a certain temperature before placing 

the kernels in. We heated the pan to 450 degrees and we started to 

measure the pop corn kernels and vegetable oil. After our trials we 

found that the more vegetable oil we put in, the more kernels popped. 

The evidence supported my hypothesis. The amount of oil does affect 

the amount of popcorn kernels popped in 4 minutes.



Hypothesis

My hypothesis is that if I put more oil in 
a pan, the amount of popped 
popcorn kernels will be greater than if 
I put less or no vegetable oil in the 
pan because the more oil in the pan, 
the more heat that is surrounding the 
popcorn kernels. The oil will be heated 
to a certain temperature before 
placing the kernels in.



Materials

My materials for my project included:

 A pan with a cover

 Stove

 Vegetable oil

 Popcorn kernels

 Pot holders

 Timer

 Measuring cup

 Fire extinguisher 



Procedures
Place the pan onto the stove with cover

 Turn stove on 450 degrees

Measure the popcorn kernels to 1/4 of a cup and 

cover

Place the kernels into the pan

Start timer for 4 minutes

After timer is done turn stove off

Place pan to side



Procedures
 When pan is room temperature count and record the 

popcorn kernels

 Wash and dry pan

 Repeat these steps 20 times to be accurate  

 Repeat steps 1-4 

 Add 1 teaspoon of oil to the pan

 Then repeat steps 6-10

 Then repeat steps 1-10 with 2 teaspoons of vegetable oil



Variables

Variables:

Constants - Independent- Dependent-

The amount of kernels                       The amount                   The amount 

Pan                                                       of vegetable                  of popped                            

Time                                                      oil                                      kernels                   

Tempurature



Pictures



Results (Data tables)



Results (Graph)

* No Graphs for my experiment because my plants died



Results

I noticed that the more oil 

you put in the pan the more 

popcorn that has popped in 

4 minutes.   



Conclusion

My hypothesis was supported 

because the more oil I put into the pan 

does affect the amount of popped 

popcorn kernels because more 

popcorn popped in the pan in 4 

minutes when I had 2 teaspoons of 

vegetable oil. 
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